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Everything you need to know
about creating your perfect kitchen
We offer several beautifully designed and fully personalised
kitchen styles ranging from traditional to modern which you
will find detailed in this brochure. All our fitted kitchens are
made in the UK and include a 10-year cabinetry guarantee.
Creating your new kitchen is an important decision, but
we’ve made it a simple and tailored process, and our experts
will help you every step of the way.
Finance options are available, please speak to one of our
Partners in-store or visit johnlewis.com
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The options and styles available in contemporary
kitchens has increased significantly in recent years.
The next few pages will show the options we have
available to help you make the right choice

2

contemporary
kitchens
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Mix and match colours and finishes
Until recently, using a single colour or material in your kitchen was the norm, but now there are
more adventurous options. Mixing and matching materials and finishes on islands and wall units
can be used to good effect, creating a truly individual look
Using two colours on wall
cabinets adds a subtle design
feature

Different coloured gloss
painted doors work well with
a wood-effect breakfast bar

Carbon black and white matt
doors combine well with the
dark wood effect on the tall
cabinets
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Using handles to personalise your look
Completing your kitchen with door handles is a popular choice, but can often be overlooked as a
key part of the design. The correct door handle will enhance the entire room and can be used to
match with other accessories or furniture

Above: Brushed nickel handles give an
contemporary feel
Far left: Copper handles and an anthracite
door are a perfect combination
Left: In-line handles are discreet solution
for an uncluttered look

Look out for this icon to see which ranges feature handles

4
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An alternative to the traditional handle
Choosing the integrated ‘J’ handle can give the impression of a handleless look at a more
economical price than a handleless profile system

The ‘J’ handle is an ideal option for
curved corner units due to its unique
construction

Look out for this icon to see which ranges feature ‘J’ handle doors

5
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Our touch system for a truly seamless feel
Our ‘Touch’ system creates a truly minimal design. Doors sit flush against the worktop, opening
with a gentle push. Combine with anti fingerprint Design project finishes for the perfect
seamless look

Touch can be used on tall wall cabinets,
as well as drawers and peninsulars to
give flexibility

Look out for this icon to see ranges feature ‘Touch’
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Create a sleek look with a handleless profile
With its streamlined look the handleless profile is perfect for a modern kitchen. Taking up less
room in a tight space than handles, they can be supplemented with lighting strips under the
worktop to create a subtle yet striking visual effect

Use on floor and wall cabinets as well as
feature islands for a minimalist feel. Add a
contrasting trim colour to enhance the
overall look

Look out for this icon to see which ranges can feature the handleless profile

7
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City Line
Urban living is captured in this range with pastel colours, subtle textures and woodgrain-effect
doors. Grey doors, when mixed with the cross-grain finish of light ash and open display units,
adds flair to any kitchen

Shown above in cobble grey with light ash accent units and worktops and brushed nickel angle D handle

Price examples (price shown excludes appliances, worktops and accessories)
For a quick comparison of prices, see our most popular kitchen layouts below
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Galley £3,454 (based on 14 units)

L shaped £3,495 (based on 16 units)

U shaped £4,205 (based on 19 units)

U shaped/breakfast bar £5,661 (based on 23 units)
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CONTEMPORARY KITCHENS

Colour choices
Cobble grey

Oyster

Porcelain

Cashmere

Birch

Light ash

Carbon spruce

Handle options
Bright chrome ‘D’ handle

Aluminium arched handle

Aluminium ‘D’ handle

Polished chrome box handle

Matt brushed nickel arched handle

Vintage nickel pewter finish handle

Inline aluminium trim

Inline chrome wave trim

Brushed nickel angle bridge handle
* Inline handles are available on selected doors only
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City Style
The gloss and matt doors in this range can be mixed to give a sleek and sophisticated kitchen
style. Gloss doors can brighten a room and make even the smallest space seem larger

Shown above in gloss white and gloss anthracite with woodstone laminate worktop and inline aluminium trim handles

Price examples (price shown excludes appliances, worktops and accessories)
For a quick comparison of prices, see our most popular kitchen layouts below
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Galley £3,991 (based on 14 units)

L shaped £3,947 (based on 16 units)

U shaped £4,777 (based on 19 units)

U shaped/breakfast bar £6,406 (based on 23 units)
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CONTEMPORARY KITCHENS

Colour choices
Gloss white

Matt anthracite

Gloss ivory

Gloss cashmere

Gloss basalt

Gloss Platinum

Matt white

Matt ivory

Matt cashmere

Matt platinum

Gloss anthracite

Handle options
Bright chrome ‘D’ handle

Aluminium arched handle

Aluminium ‘D’ handle

Square chrome bar handle

Matt brushed nickel arched handle

Small chrome bar handle

Inline aluminium trim

Inline chrome wave trim

Polished chrome box handle

* Inline handles are available on selected doors only
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Rialto
The subtle raised frame of this door offers a refreshing alternative to a standard contemporary
door, and is perfect if you’re looking for the latest modern kitchen style. A choice of three
soft-touch doors in matt colours with complementary handles are available

Shown above in matt dark grey and matt grey with Bianco granite worktop and brushed nickel bridge handles

Price examples (price shown excludes appliances, worktops and accessories)
For a quick comparison of prices, see our most popular kitchen layouts below

Galley

L shaped

U shaped

U shaped kitchen/breakfast bar

(based on 14 units)

(based on 16 units)

(based on 19 units)

(based on 23 units)

Galley

L shaped
U shaped
U shaped kitchen /
		breakfast bar

With handles

£3,991

£3,947

£4,777

£6,406

Handleless

£4,396

£4,308

£5,258

£7,010		
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Colour choices
Matt dark grey

CONTEMPORARY KITCHENS
Matt grey

Matt white

Handle options
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Chrome offset bridge handle

Nickel offset bridge handle

Brushed long nickel bridge handle

Brushed nickel bridge handle

Stainless steel arched handle

Brushed nickel angle bridge handle

Small copper osaka pull handle

Large copper osaka pull handle

26/06/2018 13:42

House by John Lewis
Designed to maximise storage, this range has the enhanced functionality of sliding doors.
Its soft palette and warm wooden tone doors, create a versatile solution for contemporary
urban living

Shown above in light grey and oak light with co-ordinated media and storage unit

Price examples (price shown excludes sliding doors, appliances, worktops and accessories)
For a quick comparison of prices, see our most popular kitchen layouts below
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Galley £4,026 (based on 14 units)

L shaped £3,868 (based on 16 units)

U shaped £4,798 (based on 19 units)

U shaped/breakfast bar £6,526 (based on 23 units)

26/06/2018 13:42

Colour choices
Light grey

Gloss white

CONTEMPORARY KITCHENS
Cashmere

Bardolino grey

Oak light

Oak dark

White

Bardolino truffle

Gloss cashmere

Gloss light grey

Handle options
Brushed aluminium finish wrap-over handles

Stainless
steel knob

Graphite wrap-over handles

Black wrap-over handles
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Brass knob
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Skyline
The integrated ‘J’ handle offers a modern handleless look. Choose from matt and gloss painted
doors and combine with integrated appliances, for a minimalist feel

Shown above in midnight blue with earthstone glacier white worktop

Price examples (price shown excludes appliances, worktops and accessories)
For a quick comparison of prices, see our most popular kitchen layouts below
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Galley £4,346 (based on 14 units)

L shaped £4,477 (based on 16 units)

U shaped £5,298 (based on 19 units)

U shaped/breakfast bar £7,174 (based on 23 units)
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Colour choices
Matt midnight blue

Gloss white

CONTEMPORARY KITCHENS
Matt ivory

Matt cashmere

Matt platinum

Matt snow

Gloss ivory

Gloss cashmere

Matt cobble grey

Gloss dusk grey

Gloss pearl grey

17
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Metropolitan
The high gloss timber effect and matt painted doors in this range offer true contemporary design
and reflective finishes. Use clever touches such as thin panels to create a minimal framing option, or
special glazed doors options to add a feature to your wall cabinets

Shown above as a handleless kitchen in gloss white and dark walnut with copper slate laminate worktop and copper handleless trims

Price examples (price shown excludes appliances, worktops and accessories)
For a quick comparison of prices, see our most popular kitchen layouts below

Galley

L shaped

U shaped

U shaped kitchen/breakfast bar

(based on 14 units)

(based on 16 units)

(based on 19 units)

(based on 23 units)

Galley

L shaped
U shaped
U shaped kitchen /
		breakfast bar

With handles

£4,367

£4,477

£5,319

£7,194

Handleless

£4,952

£5,058

£6,064

£7,946		
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CONTEMPORARY KITCHENS

Colour choices
Dark walnut

Gloss pure white

Matt snow

Matt mussel

Matt dove

Matt cobble grey

Matt cooks blue

Rustic oak

Matt anthracite

Matt midnight blue

Gloss mussel

Gloss dusk grey

Gloss pearl grey

Handle options
Chrome offset bridge handle

Nickel offset bridge handle

Brushed long nickel bridge handle

Brushed nickel bridge handle

Inline aluminium trim

Inline chrome wave trim

Vintage matt black & copper bar handle

Brushed brass knob

Small copper osaka pull handle

Large copper osaka pull handle
* Inline handles are available on selected doors only
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Sienna
A choice of soft matt and woodgrain-effect doors in contemporary finishes offer individuality when
designing your kitchen. Choose a single colour, or be more adventurous and blend woodgrain and
a matt finishes together to create a distinctive look

Shown above in silk mussel with beech effect worktop and brushed nickel slimline handles

Price examples (price shown excludes appliances, worktops and accessories)
For a quick comparison of prices, see our most popular kitchen layouts below

Galley

L shaped

U shaped

U shaped kitchen/breakfast bar

(based on 14 units)

(based on 16 units)

(based on 19 units)

(based on 23 units)

Galley

L shaped
U shaped
U shaped kitchen /
		breakfast bar

With handles

£5,147

£5000

£6,148

£8,458

Touch

£6,450

£5,424

£7,429

£9.964

Handleless

£6,443

£6,311

£7,789

£10,604
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Colour options
Silk mussel

Oak grey

CONTEMPORARY KITCHENS
Silk white

Silk ivory

Silk cashmere

Silk pumice

Silk light grey

Silk graphite

Concrete

Silk dust grey

Oak light

Oak dark

Oak deep

Handle options
Stainless steel finish rail bar handle

Stainless steel angled bridge handle

Brushed nickel slimline handle

Stainless steel finish angled flat bar handles

Polished chrome slimline handle

Stainless steel finish ‘T’ bar handle

Brushed nickel finish bar handle

Stainless steel finish letterbox handles

Chunky polished chrome ‘D’ handle
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Modena Matt
Subtle matt painted doors that can be designed with curves and matching furniture give a light
contemporary feel. Mineral effect doors combined with dark wooden worktops provide the perfect
opportunity to make a personal statement

Shown above as a handleless kitchen in mineral silver and anthracite with black oak worktop

Price examples (price shown excludes appliances, worktops and accessories)
For a quick comparison of prices, see our most popular kitchen layouts below

Galley

L shaped

U shaped

U shaped kitchen/breakfast bar

(based on 14 units)

(based on 16 units)

(based on 19 units)

(based on 23 units)

Galley

L shaped
U shaped
U shaped kitchen /
		breakfast bar

With handles

£5,489

£5,234

£6,404

£8,764

Touch

£6,764

£5,642

£7,656

£10,265		

Handleless

£6,976

£6,848

£8,420

£11,438
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Colour choices
Mineral silver

Malmo dark

CONTEMPORARY KITCHENS
Matt white*

Matt ivory*

Matt mussel*

Matt cashmere*

Matt light grey*

Mineral anthracite

White (supermatt)

Light grey (supermatt) Dust grey (supermatt)

Graphite (supermatt)

Black (supermatt)

Malmo light

Malmo drift

Natural oak

Tobacco oak

Springfield light oak

Springfield dark oak

Gun metal

Matt pumice*

* These doors are not available in Touch

Handle options
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Copper finish square bar handle

Sand blasted metal bridge handle

Chrome finish leaf bar handle

Iron finish bridge handle

Old steel finish angled bar handles

Pewter finish bridge handle

Brushed nickel finish cylinder bar handle

Galvanised finish ‘D’ handle

Black steel finish angled bar handles

Stainless steel finish square bar handle

26/06/2018 13:43

Modena Gloss
The reflective quality of the painted gloss doors in this range will brighten any kitchen. Use curves
and open units to enhance your design, and accentuate plain colours by combining with feature
finishes like copper or elm dark

Shown above in gloss anthracite and copper finish square bar handles

Price examples (price shown excludes appliances, worktops and accessories)
For a quick comparison of prices, see our most popular kitchen layouts below

Galley

L shaped

U shaped

U shaped kitchen/breakfast bar

(based on 14 units)

(based on 16 units)

(based on 19 units)

(based on 23 units)

Galley

L shaped
U shaped
U shaped kitchen /
		breakfast bar

With handles

£5,489

£5,234

£6,404

£8,764

Handleless

£6,976

£6,848

£8,420

£11,438
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Colour choices
Gloss anthracite

Copper

CONTEMPORARY KITCHENS
Gloss white

Gloss pergamon

Gloss porcelain

Gloss cashmere

Gloss light grey

Gloss pumice

Linen light

Linen dark

Cross-cut

Elm dark

Handle options
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Copper finish square bar handle

Sand blasted metal bridge handle

Chrome finish leaf bar handle

Iron finish bridge handle

Old steel finish angled bar handles

Pewter finish bridge handle

Brushed nickel finish cylinder bar handle

Galvanised finish ‘D’ handle

Black steel finish angled bar handles

Stainless steel finish square bar handle

26/06/2018 13:44

Savina
Available in soft painted matt or gloss doors, the integrated ‘J’ handle of this range gives a feel, with
smooth lines and a Scandinavian look that’s ideal for open plan living. Cabinets can be finished in
woodgrain finishes that add contrast when used as open units or end shelf features

Shown above in light grey with ceres quartz worktop

Price examples (price shown excludes appliances, worktops and accessories)
For a quick comparison of prices, see our most popular kitchen layouts below
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Galley £5,518 (based on 14 units)

L shaped £5,263 (based on 16 units)

U shaped £6,433 (based on 19 units)

U shaped/breakfast bar £8,793 (based on 23 units)

26/06/2018 13:44

Colour choices
Gloss light grey

Matt white

CONTEMPORARY KITCHENS
Gloss white

Gloss porcelain

Gloss pergamon

Gloss cashmere

Gloss pumice

Gloss anthracite

Matt ivory

Matt mussel

Matt cashmere

Matt pumice

Matt light grey

Matt dust grey
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Design project
The super matt and anti finger print finishes of the doors in this range combine perfectly with
wood grain effect doors from the Modena matt range to give a design statement

Shown above in carbon black and ice white, mixed with Modena matt Springfield dark oak doors and worktops

Price examples (price shown excludes appliances, worktops and accessories)
For a quick comparison of prices, see our most popular kitchen layouts below

Galley

L shaped

U shaped

U shaped kitchen/breakfast bar

(based on 14 units)

(based on 16 units)

(based on 19 units)

(based on 23 units)

Galley

L shaped
U shaped
U shaped kitchen /
		breakfast bar

With handles

£7,301

£7,280

£8,852

£12,160

Touch

£7,914

£7,499

£9,087

£12,710		

Handleless

£7,900

£7,854

£9,542

£13,015
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Colour choices
Carbon black

CONTEMPORARY KITCHENS
Ice white

Warm grey

Slate grey

Our Design project doors are perfect to combine with other finishes in our Modena matt or Sienna ranges.
All doors have anti-finger print technology, enhanced anti-bacterial properties and come
in a super matt finish giving a soft touch

Handle options
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Brushed aluminium finish wrap-over handles

Old steel finish angled bar handles

Stainless steel 9mm square bar handle

Graphite wrap-over handles

Black steel finish angled bar handles

Copper square bar handle

Black wrap-over handles

Stainless steel finish angled flat bar handles

Brushed nickel finish cylinder bar handle

26/06/2018 13:44

Elba
With fine frame detailing, this door is completed with a hand-finished choice of painted woodgrain
colours to deliver an elegant contemporary feel. Open and glazed units can be used in contrasting
colours to add that individual twist to your design

Shown above in clay and cotton with corian worktop and stainless steel finish angled flat bar handles

Price examples (price shown excludes appliances, worktops and accessories)
For a quick comparison of prices, see our most popular kitchen layouts below

Galley

L shaped

U shaped

U shaped kitchen/breakfast bar

(based on 14 units)

(based on 16 units)

(based on 19 units)

(based on 23 units)

Galley

L shaped
U shaped
U shaped kitchen /
		breakfast bar

With handles

£7,301

£7,280

£8,852

£12,160		

Handleless

£7,900

£7,854

£9,542

£13,015
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Colour choices
Cotton

CONTEMPORARY KITCHENS
Clay

Dove

Hemp

Graphite

Denim

Midnight

Charcoal

Handle options
Stainless steel finish angled flat bar handles Brushed nickel finish slimline handle

Polished chrome finish slimline handle

Stainless steel finish 9mm square bar handle
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Classic kitchens can come in many forms.
From classic to modern shaker, Georgian to
in-frame or traditional oak, our ranges have
the choice to meet your needs

32

classic
kitchens
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Classic kitchen door styles

Shaker doors are very
popular and are styled on
furniture made by the Shaker
community in the 18th century.
Doors have recessed panels
that come in a variety of
colours and finishes. In recent
times, glazed units have been
introduced to give a more
modern feel

In-frame doors are instantly
recognisable by their design.
The door sits within a frame
and when combined with a
butt hinge gives the feeling
of real craftsmanship. They
can be used to create a range
of styles and can easily feel
at home in a more modern
kitchen design

Traditional doors are defined
by their fine details, such as
raised panels and natural or
painted wooden doors. They
are best suited to country and
farmhouse kitchens but can
be used to create a town
house look

33
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Country Farmhouse
The tongue and groove detailing on this door brings the classic rural kitchen design up to date
with a modern feel. Mix the soft ivory tones with brass handles to complete the look

Shown above in ivory with oak worktop and aged brass effect ‘D’ handles

Price examples (price shown excludes appliances, worktops and accessories)
For a quick comparison of prices, see our most popular kitchen layouts below
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Galley £3,991 (based on 14 units)

L shaped £3,927 (based on 16 units)

U shaped £4,756 (based on 19 units)

U shaped/breakfast bar £6,386 (based on 23 units)

26/06/2018 13:45

CLASSIC KITCHENS

Colour choices
Farmhouse ivory

Handle options
Square chrome bar handle

Aluminium arched handle

Matt brushed nickel arched handle

Aged brass effect D handle

Pewter finish ‘D’ handle

Natural iron pull handle

35
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Country Lodge
The smooth five-piece shaker-style door makes it possible to create a traditional or modern
kitchen style. Available in soft pastel colours, with glazed doors and feature cabinets that allow
flexibility of design

Shown above in sage and stone with walnut timber and mulberry rubbed bronze cup and knob handles

Price examples (price shown excludes appliances, worktops and accessories)
For a quick comparison of prices, see our most popular kitchen layouts below
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Galley £3,991 (based on 14 units)

L shaped £3,927 (based on 16 units)

U shaped £4,756 (based on 19 units)

U shaped/breakfast bar £6,386 (based on 23 units)

26/06/2018 13:45

CLASSIC KITCHENS

Colour choices
Stone

Ivory

Sage

Platinum

Cobble grey

Handle options
Smoked oak knob

Mulberry rubbed bronze cup handle

Stainless steel Jupiter knob

Large oak knob

Aluminium ‘D’ handle

Large walnut knob

Mulberry rubbed bronze knob

Aged brass effect D handle

Brushed brass knob

Small oak knob

Small walnut knob

Aged brass effect knob

Aged brass effect cup handle
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Country Manor
A woodgrain effect shaker-style door that features a chamfered frame around the centre panel
that can be used to create a country style kitchen. Available in a choice of painted colours to help
create a truly individual look

Shown above in ivory and duck egg blue with volcanic ash laminate worktop and small walnut knobs

Price examples (price shown excludes appliances, worktops and accessories)
For a quick comparison of prices, see our most popular kitchen layouts below
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Galley £4,434 (based on 14 units)

L shaped £4,447 (based on 16 units)

U shaped £5,342 (based on 19 units)

U shaped/breakfast bar £7,218 (based on 23 units)

26/06/2018 13:45

CLASSIC KITCHENS

Colour choices
Duck egg blue

Platinum

Sage

Stone

Ivory

Snow

Dove

Cobble grey

Anthracite

Clay

Midnight Blue

Handle options
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Smoked oak knob

Mulberry rubbed bronze cup handle

Large walnut knob

Large oak knob

Natural iron pull handle

Polished chrome box handle

Mulberry rubbed bronze knob

Small walnut knob

Aged brass effect cup handle

Aged brass effect D handle

Small oak knob

Aged brass effect knob

26/06/2018 13:45

Vermont
With its classic shaker-style door, this range has the flexibility to be traditional or modern, simply by
selecting from the wide range of feature units, cornices and handles that are available. Open end
units can interest, and give easy access to essentials

Shown above in dust grey with oak worktop and shaker shell and "D" handles

Price examples (price shown excludes appliances, worktops and accessories)
For a quick comparison of prices, see our most popular kitchen layouts below
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Galley £5,408 (based on 14 units)

L shaped £5,153 (based on 16 units)

U shaped £6,446 (based on 19 units)

U shaped/breakfast bar £8,806 (based on 23 units)

26/06/2018 13:46

CLASSIC KITCHENS

Colour choices
Dust grey

White

Mussel

Cashmere

Light grey

Cream

Ivory

Handle options
Cast iron finish square knob and
‘D’ handle

Shaker shell and ‘D’ handle

Brushed satin nickel finish bow handle

Stainless steel effect strap handle

Brushed nickel finish bar handle

Stainless steel bar handle

Stainless steel finish ‘T’ bar handle

Oak knob

41
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Carradale
Using a smooth finished shaker-style door, this range uses neutral shades and warm tones to give a
simple classic feel. Carefully created slim cornicing and cast iron handles combined with unique end
panels can be used to complete the look

Shown above in cashmere with solid oak and Jupiter quartz worktops and cast iron finish knobs

Price examples (price shown excludes appliances, worktops and accessories)
For a quick comparison of prices, see our most popular kitchen layouts below
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Galley £6,348 (based on 14 units)

L shaped £6,344 (based on 16 units)

U shaped £7,744 (based on 19 units)

U shaped/breakfast bar £10,630 (based on 23 units)

26/06/2018 13:46

CLASSIC KITCHENS

Colour choices
Cashmere

White

Ivory

Mussel

Light grey

Cream

Blue grey

Slate

Steel

Dust grey

Handle options
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Slender iron finish bridge handle

Pewter finish rod ‘D’ handle

Pewter finish knob and shell handle

Antique bronze finish knob and shell handle

Walnut finish knob

Rust finish knob

Oak knob

Chrome finish knob and shell handle

White ceramic knob

Cast iron finish knob

26/06/2018 13:46

Burford
Enhancing the traditional shaker-style door with a chamfered edge to the inside frame, this range
creates a modern take on the classic formal kitchen. Hand finished and painted doors in sixteen
carefully selected colours offer creative versatility

Shown above in graphite and cotton with Ceres quartz worktop and chrome finish knobs and shell handles

Price examples (price shown excludes appliances, worktops and accessories)
For a quick comparison of prices, see our most popular kitchen layouts below
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Galley £7,315 (based on 14 units)

L shaped £7,294 (based on 16 units)

U shaped £8,866 (based on 19 units)

U shaped/breakfast bar £12,174 (based on 23 units)
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CLASSIC KITCHENS

Colour choices
Graphite

Chalk white

Cotton

Linen

Barley

Putty

Dust grey

Greystone

Sky

Denim

Midnight

Dove

Almond

Sage

Hemp

Heath

Handle options
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Slender iron finish bridge handle

Pewter finish rod ‘D’ handle

Pewter finish knob and shell handle

Antique bronze finish knob and shell handle

Walnut finish knob

Rust finish knob

Oak knob

Chrome finish knob and shell handle

White ceramic knob

Cast iron finish knob

26/06/2018 13:46

Richmond
A real country-style kitchen with solid oak doors that have been carefully selected to feature
random knotting and character grain detail. Traditional glazed units, cast iron or antique finished
handles and a subtle distressed edge complete the authentic feel

Shown above in light oak with granite worktop and cast iron finish square knob and ‘D’ handles

Price examples (price shown excludes appliances, worktops and accessories)
For a quick comparison of prices, see our most popular kitchen layouts below
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Galley £6,842 (based on 14 units)

L shaped £6,819 (based on 16 units)

U shaped £8,327 (based on 19 units)

U shaped/breakfast bar £11,422 (based on 23 units)

26/06/2018 13:47

CLASSIC KITCHENS

Colour choices
Light oak

Handle options
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Hammered pewter finish knob
and handle

Antique pewter spiral finish knob
and handle

Stainless steel finish strap handle

Brushed nickel finish bar handle

Cast Iron finish knob and shell handle

Cast iron finish square knob and
‘D’ handle

26/06/2018 13:47

Leckford
The ash timber used to construct the solid wood frame allows the beautiful woodgrain character to
shine through this shaker-style door. Choose from a natural oak door or sixteen carefully selected
hand finished and painted colours to create your unique kitchen

Shown above in denim with Iroko wooden worktops and cast iron finish knob and shell handles

Price examples (price shown excludes appliances, worktops and accessories)
For a quick comparison of prices, see our most popular kitchen layouts below
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Galley £7,315 (based on 14 units)

L shaped £7,294 (based on 16 units)

U shaped £8,866 (based on 19 units)

U shaped/breakfast bar £12,174 (based on 23 units)

26/06/2018 13:47

CLASSIC KITCHENS

Colour choices
Denim

Chalk white

Cotton

Linen

Barley

Putty

Dust grey

Greystone

Graphite

Sky

Hemp

Almond

Midnight

Sage

Heath

Dove

Natural oak

Handle options

491212_Inrs.indd 49

Cast iron finish bridge handle

Antique bronze finish knob and shell handle White ceramic knob

Antique pewter finish spiral knob
and handle

Cast Iron finish knob and shell handle

Oak knob

Brushed nickel finish bar handle

Stainless steel effect strap handle

Stainless steel finish ‘T’ bar handle

Stainless steel finish rod handle

Stainless steel finish rail bar handle

26/06/2018 13:47

Grange
Georgian elegance comes with this beautifully solid timber framed door. Create a town house
look with strong colours and glazed dresser

Shown above in chalk white with nero granite worktop and chrome finish knob and shell handles

Price examples (price shown excludes appliances, worktops and accessories)
For a quick comparison of prices, see our most popular kitchen layouts below
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Galley £7,315 (based on 14 units)

L shaped £7,294 (based on 16 units)

U shaped £8,866 (based on 19 units)

U shaped/breakfast bar £12,174 (based on 23 units)

26/06/2018 13:47

CLASSIC KITCHENS

Colour choices
Chalk white

Cotton

Linen

Barley

Putty

Dust grey

Graphite

Sky

Denim

Midnight

Almond

Greystone

Sage

Hemp

Heath

Dove

Handle options
Pewter finish knob and shell handle

Antique bronze finish knob and shell handle

Chrome finish knob and shell handle

Stainless steel finish and white handle

Iron finish knob and ‘D’ handle

Satin brushed nickel effect knob and handle
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Windsor
With its classic In-Frame door in sixteen hand finished and painted colours or natural oak, this
range gives a feeling of heritage and timeless quality. Feature mantles with built-in storage, unique
handmade feature units and subtle detailing offer endless choices

Shown above in cotton with walnut worktop and stainless steel finish knob handles

Price examples (price shown excludes appliances, worktops and accessories)
For a quick comparison of prices, see our most popular kitchen layouts below
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Galley £9,430 (based on 14 units)

L shaped £8,751 (based on 16 units)

U shaped £11,161 (based on 19 units)

U shaped/breakfast bar £14,244 (based on 23 units)
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CLASSIC KITCHENS

Colour choices
Cotton

Chalk white

Linen

Barley

Putty

Graphite

Sky

Denim

Midnight

Sage

Hemp

Heath

Almond

Greystone

Dove

Dust grey

Natural oak

Handle options
Cast iron finish bridge handle

Stainless steel finish knob

Oak knob

Stainless steel finish strap handle

Antique pewter finish spiral knob
and handle

Cast iron finish knob and shell handle

Spice (drawer) handle

Stainless steel finish rail bar handle

Stainless steel finish angled bridge handle

491212_Inrs.indd 53
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Kensington
A modern take on an In-Frame classic door, its woodgrain painted slab door, set within a traditional
beaded frame, gives a unique look. We’ve created tapered panels and pilasters, feature shelves and
end units that offer both design elegance and practical use

Shown above in dove with Carrara white worktop and chrome finish knob and shell handles

Price examples (price shown excludes appliances, worktops and accessories)
For a quick comparison of prices, see our most popular kitchen layouts below
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Galley £9,430 (based on 14 units)

L shaped £8,751 (based on 16 units)

U shaped £11,161 (based on 19 units)

U shaped/breakfast bar £14,244 (based on 23 units)

26/06/2018 13:48

CLASSIC KITCHENS

Colour choices
Dove

Chalk white

Cotton

Linen

Barley

Putty

Graphite

Sky

Denim

Midnight

Sage

Hemp

Heath

Almond

Greystone

Dust grey

Handle options
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Stainless steel finish wave handle

Brushed nickel finish slimline handle

Chunky polished chrome finish ‘D’ handle

Chrome finish knob and shell handle

Stainless steel finish slab knob

Brushed nickel finish cylinder bar handle

Stainless steel finish rod bar handle

Stainless steel finish knob

Anthracite finish slab knob

Brushed nickel finish bar range handle

Stainless steel finish ‘T’ bar handle

Stainless steel finish rail bar handle

Polished chrome finish slimlime handle

Stainless steel finish square bar handle

26/06/2018 13:48

Storage
Maximise every corner of your kitchen with clever storage

Tall larder cabinet with integrated
wine storage

Sink cabinet with pull out storage drawers

Slim pull out basket and towel rail cabinet

Pull out waste bin and drawer cabinet

Hidden pull out ironing board cabinet
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THINGS TO CONSIDER

Tall larder cabinet with internal pull
out drawers

Corner cabinet with pull out shelves

Built in single cooker cabinet with slim
tray drawer

Tall utility cabinet with adjustable shelves

Mini pantry and tall corner cabinet
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Worktops

Sinks and Taps

Glass worktop with matching splashback

Brushed nickel tap with stainless steel undermounted sink

White oiled oak worktop on island unit

Traditional pewter tap with ceramic farmhouse sink
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KITCHENS

GO ONLINE TO
DESIGN YOUR OWN
Our planners will design your kitchen
to perfectly fit your space and practical
requirements.
And if you’d like to experiment with different
styles, layouts and colours yourself, try our
easy-to-use design tool.
Just visit johnlewis.com/fittedkitchens
to get started.
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Responsible sourcing
We’re committed to bringing you quality products, while
reducing our impact on the environment. That means knowing
where our materials come from, minimising our packaging and
recycling what we can.
Timber

Recycling

Made in UK

We recognise that the production
of timber-based products can have
a significant environmental and
social impact and that’s why we’ve
developed our timber policy. It
makes our expectations clear and
ensures we only work with suppliers
who share our values.
Our customers can feel assured that
we know where all of our timber
comes from, and carry out detailed
checks to ensure our standards are
always maintained.

We contribute towards supporting
recycling compliance schemes that
invest in local recycling centres
across the country to make it easier
for our customers to recycle more
close to home.
We also actively support waste
reduction and recycling within
our business, for our customers
and among our suppliers. We
aim to divert as much of our
operational waste away from
landfill as possible, and have a
target of zero waste to landfill by
the end of 2020. We also look for
opportunities to recycle whatever
we can and to use waste within
our business.

All our fitted kitchens are made in
the UK. We work with the leading
UK fitted kitchen manufacturers
who use state of the art technology
and classic craftsmanship to provide
a wide range of quality complete
kitchens.
Some materials used in our worktops
may come from overseas, but all
are hand crafted by skilled British
craftsmen.

Packaging
Packaging plays an important role in
protecting your kitchen while on its
way to you but we’re also mindful of
creating unnecessary waste. We’re
committed to minimising the amount
of packaging we use whenever we
can, and exploring the use of new,
more environmentally responsible
materials.

Our suppliers
We’ve been working with like
minded kitchen suppliers for well
over a decade. We believe the main
reason these relationships are so
successful is that these suppliers
share our passion.
We expect them to obey the law,
to respect the rights, interests
and well being of their employees,
their communities and the
environment, whether in the UK
or further afield.
Committed to finding new and
better ways to do business, we
actively encourage our suppliers
to do the same in relation to
sustainability and responsible
sourcing.
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Your dream kitchen
starts here

KITCHENS

Our conditions of sale have been designed to ensure the
installation of your new kitchen goes as smoothly as possible.
Every kitchen is different

Delivery

Specialist worktops

– Each John Lewis kitchen is made
to order.
– The illustrations, drawings and
dimensions in our catalogues are
intended as a guide only.
– When your estimate is produced,
it is your responsibility to ensure that
the information and specifications it
contains meet your requirements.

– Your kitchen units will be delivered
direct to your home on the day
advised by your local John Lewis
shop. This may involve you having
to store them for a day or so until
installation commences.
– Units should be stored in a place
free from damp.
– It is usual for your appliances,
accessories and worktops to be
delivered separately during the week
of your kitchen installation.

– To ensure a perfect fit, we
measure up for specialist worktops
such as granite, Corian, quartz, and
glass after the main kitchen is fitted.
– Lead times for specialist worktops
can range from two to eight weeks
depending on the material chosen.
During this time we will install
temporary worktops to the sink
and cooking area only.
– Once the specialist worktops have
been manufactured, we will return
to fit them.

Natural materials
– Furniture that uses wood
components or wood veneers will
display natural grain and colour
characteristics that may vary from
what is featured in showroom displays
and photographs. We cannot supply
specially matched components.
– Granite and other naturally
occurring stone worktops will also
display colour variations and may not
match shop-floor samples exactly.

Building work
– If you are having any building work
carried out as part of your kitchen
project, this must be completed before
we can undertake a site visit. Any walls
to which kitchen units will be fitted
need to be in place, plastered and dry.
– New kitchens cannot be installed
in a damp or freshly plastered space.

Timescales
– The time needed to plan and
install a kitchen varies from home
to home. The ordering timescales
we provide are a guide only. We will
keep you informed of the progress
of your kitchen.

Preparing for installation
– Fitting a kitchen is a building project
which will disrupt your routine. The
kitchen working area may be unusable
for a time. It may be necessary to
disconnect services such as gas,
water and electricity. Fitting a kitchen
creates dust, but our installers will
keep your kitchen and agreed working
area as tidy as possible.

Installation
– The work will start with the
removal of your existing kitchen. We
can also dispose of your old kitchen.
– Certain tasks or requirements may
only become apparent when your
existing furniture and appliances have
been removed. Where this is the
case, we will let you know what the
cost of any necessary work will be.

Doing the job properly
– Installing a kitchen is a complex
task. While we try to finish your
kitchen during the initial installation
period, remedial work may be
required. Our installer may make
several return visits to your home
in order to complete the job.

Payment
– Once you’ve agreed our estimate,
you’ll need to pay a 20%, nonrefundable deposit. The balance will
be payable two weeks before the
delivery day.
– We accept payment by Partnership
Card, John Lewis or Waitrose
account cards, Switch, Delta,
Mastercard, Visa or cash.
– Prices are valid for 28 days from
the date shown on your estimate.
Finance options are available, please
speak to one of our Partners in store
or visit our website.

Colours and designs
– Due to photographic and printing
processes some colours may not be
a true representation of the product.
Please see sample for actual colour.
It may be necessary for us to change
designs and specifications without
prior notice.

10 year guarantee
– All John Lewis fitted kitchen
furniture shown in this brochure
comes with a 10 year guarantee.
For a full copy of our guarantee, please
contact your local John Lewis shop.
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Shop locations
John Lewis Cribbs Causeway
The Mall at Cribbs Causeway
Bristol BS34 5QU
0117 959 1100

John Lewis Sheffield
Barkers Pool
Sheffield S1 1EP
0114 276 8511

John Lewis High Wycombe
Holmers Farm Way
Cressex
High Wycombe HP12 4NW
01494 462 666

John Lewis Solihull
Touchwood
Solihull
West Midlands B91 3RA
0121 704 1121

John Lewis Brent Cross
Brent Cross Shopping Centre
London NW4 3FL
020 8202 6535

John Lewis Leeds
Victoria Gate
Harewood Street
Leeds S2 7AR
0113 394 6200

John Lewis Southampton
West Quay
Southampton SO15 1QA
023 8021 6400

John Lewis Kingston
Wood Street
Kingston upon Thames
KT1 1TE
020 8547 3000

John Lewis Leicester
2 Bath House Lane
Highcross Shopping Centre
Leicester LE1 4SA
0116 242 5777

John Lewis Stratford
101 The Arcade
Westfield Stratford City
Montfichet Road
London E20 1EL
020 8532 3500

John Lewis Liverpool
70 South John Street
Liverpool One
Liverpool L1 8BJ
0151 709 7070

LONDON
John Lewis
Oxford Street
London W1A 1EX
020 7629 7711
Peter Jones
Sloane Square
London SW1W 8EL
020 7730 3434

John Lewis White City
Westfield London
Shopping Centre
Ariel Way
London W12 7FU
020 8222 6400
ENGLAND
John Lewis Bluewater
Greenhithe
Kent DA9 9SA
01322 624 123
John Lewis Birmingham
2 Station Street
Birmingham B2 4AU
0121 634 6000
John Lewis Cambridge
10 Downing Street
Cambridge CB2 3DS
01223 361 292
John Lewis Cheadle
Wilmslow Road
Cheadle SK8 3BZ
0161 491 4914

John Lewis Milton Keynes
Central Milton Keynes
MK9 3EP
01908 679 171
John Lewis Newcastle
Eldon Square
Newcastle upon Tyne
NE99 1AB
0191 232 5000

John Lewis Watford
High Street
Watford WD17 2TW
01923 244 266
John Lewis Welwyn
Bridge Road
Welwyn Garden City
AL8 6TP
01707 323 456
John Lewis York
Unit C
Vangarde Way
York YO32 9AE
01904 557 950
SCOTLAND
John Lewis Aberdeen
George Street
Aberdeen AB25 1BW
01224 625 000

John Lewis Norwich
All Saints Green
Norwich NR1 3LX
01603 660 021

John Lewis Edinburgh
Leith Street
Edinburgh EH1 3SP
0131 556 9121

John Lewis Nottingham
Victoria Centre
Nottingham NG1 3QA
0115 941 8282

John Lewis Glasgow
Buchanan Galleries
Glasgow G1 2GF
0141 353 6677

John Lewis Peterborough
Queensgate Centre
Peterborough PE1 1NL
01733 344 644

WALES

John Lewis Reading
Broad Street
Reading RG1 2BB
0118 957 5955

John Lewis Cardiff
The Hayes
Cathays
Cardiff CF10 1EG
02920 536 000

John Lewis Partnership
171 Victoria Street
London SW1E 5NN
johnlewis.com
KBRG/08.18
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